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INTRODUCTION

We’ve been doing a lot of talking. We’ve been talking face-to-face with video experts from New York, Chicago, Austin, and San Jose. We’ve been making long-distance phone calls, lots of them, to video manufacturers and tournament champions. And we’ve been hitting the arcades—every day—playing the games and talking non-stop to owners and players and spectators. There’s a lot of information out there, folks. And you’re holding the very best of that information right now in your hands.

This is a magical book. For the first time in the history of video games, you’ll be witness to the top-secret strategies of the best videogamesters. We were flooded with numerous strategies claiming to be the best of the best. Each of these was put through rigorous tests at the arcades. The end result is this book: a fundamental source for everyone serious about their scores.

There are two types of video games: those that rely primarily on skill, and those that rely primarily on strategy. Games of skill are numerous: Defender and Centipede are two of the best. It’s more important in skill games that your reflexes are sharp—that you can observe and react
quickly and accurately. Games of strategy—such as Donkey Kong and Qix—require a lot of mental gymnastics. Strategic games don't demand the reflexes, but they do demand the planning and the cunning. This book recognizes these important distinctions and gives each game its proper emphasis. Each of our major games includes both an Element and a Strategy section. Elements are the most important skill aspects. Strategy speaks for itself.

There's more to this book than reflexes and strategy. The nine top video games boast a wealth of material unavailable in any other source. You'll discover how some of these games were developed—from the people who developed them. We'll give you facts and figures on how much money each game makes and on who it appeals to. We'll even discuss home games that might appeal to your specialized interests. After reading about the games, you'll know everything you'd possibly want to know—from people who know what they're talking about.

How did we choose the best games? It wasn't easy. We had various detailed reports to study
endlessly. The only games that had to be in this book were Pac-Man, Defender, and Centipede. The other placements were up for grabs. Donkey Kong quickly made the list (the top money-making game for weeks), as did Tempest and Qix (the fascinating mind game). We fought bitterly over the final three positions in our top nine, settling finally on Omega Race (for its approachability), Phoenix (for its graphics and levels of play), and Asteroids (for its phenomenal staying power).

There were several contenders. Four of those contenders are given a voice. Frogger and Missile Command have devoted audiences, and demand space in this book. Ms. Pac-Man and Turbo are fascinating new games that deserve a page each. And there were several others that just missed the contending spots.

The video future is baffling. Many pretend to know the secrets of the future. But take it from us, none do. We've listed four up-and-coming games on pages 95-96. These are our predictions for the future. What are yours?
INTRODUCTION

The better you get, the harder they make it. It's a dog-eat-dog world out there. And video games are some of the hottest dogs in town. Manufacturers are developing games that are downright difficult to play. Their idea is to get you spending more money. Even the games that were once simple are being transformed into quarter-eaters. Pac-Man is the classic example. Once you people discovered the secret patterns, you were able to play the machine for 30 minutes or more — on one quarter. Some game owners have started altering their machines to baffle your patterns. You've got to learn to fight back. And there's no better way than with this book at your side.

Turn to any page. Start learning the best ways to play the best games. Become the Arcade Aristocrat: that majestic person in control of the machines. Over 50 experts have been spending a good portion of their lives getting this book together. You've got one massive source of knowledge here. Use it. And good luck!
You almost didn’t read this. Most of us thought Asteroids was a dead—or at best dying—game. Then we started reading our mail. Asteroids, to our surprise, is anything but dead. In fact, it appears to be coming back. Perhaps people are rediscovering it—or playing it for the first time. Whatever the cause may be, Asteroids is alive and well, thank you.

**It’s the one dependable game.** While most arcade owners can run their business without Space Invaders or Galaxians, few dare to remove the Asteroids machine. They know their patrons will simply take their quarters elsewhere. If you bring three dollars and one hour to the arcade—and spend $2.75 in ten minutes—what are you going to do with your remaining 50 minutes? Play Asteroids, of course.

**That’s not to say it’s an easy game.** It takes awhile to develop the necessary skills. You command a space ship that can move anywhere at will around the screen. The most important skill is learning how to control the moving space ship. The object of the game is simple: Destroy the Asteroids and the UFO’s for points. Once all the Asteroids are demolished, a new group of them appears.

**Asteroids stories are numerous and notorious.** Marathons have been held periodically, and players have stayed on the game over 50 hours before tiring. And that’s what Asteroids is all about: Stamina. Once you get the hang of the strategy, the question becomes: How long do you want to play?
Asteroids Elements

A. Spaceship. You command this Spaceship through space. You can move anywhere on the screen. You can even move off the screen and reappear on the other side. Spend your initial quarters moving your Ship around. Don't let it idle in the middle. High scores require adept and practiced movement.

B. Large Asteroids (20 points). All Asteroids appear on the screen initially large. You must break them up into smaller pieces. The first screen sends forth four large Asteroids. Up to 16 are eventually released on later boards.

C. Mid-Size Asteroids (50 points). After hitting a large Asteroid, it breaks into two mid-size Asteroids. These move faster than the large Asteroids.

D. Small Asteroids (100 points). After striking a mid-size Asteroid, it splits into two small Asteroids. These are the fastest moving Asteroids of all.

E. Large UFO (200 points). This alien ship always enters from one of the sides—never from the top or bottom. It can fire, but at random. It does not track your Ship.

F. Small UFO (1000 points). Good strategy means killing as many of these as possible. The small UFO can only enter from the sides, like the large one. It, however, tracks your Ship when firing. It always shoots slightly in front of you or slightly behind you. Treat the small UFO with the respect it deserves.
ASTEROIDS STRATEGY

As the experts know, there's just one strategy. Learn it. It's basically simple: You shoot away all the Asteroids, leaving one or two on the screen. Then position yourself in one of the four corners and ambush UFO's as they appear.

A. Always leave at least one Asteroid. You should probably leave at least two, mid-size or smaller. Once they're demolished — by stray fire or UFO collision — beware. Move to the center. The Rocks are coming. Do the same trick then, thinning out the Asteroids to one or two, and return to your ambush position.

B. When a UFO appears, fire rapidly. Use the two-finger method commonly employed by Asteroid wizards. That means tapping the button with alternating fingers, for ultimate speed. You have the advantage over UFO's. They don't shoot until they've been on the screen for a few seconds. Kill them fast. If a UFO — large or small — gets by you, simply get out of its way. Don't stand still around the small UFO or it'll track and kill you.

C. Bonus Ships. You get a bonus Ship every ten thousand points. If you've successfully mastered the ambush strategy, you'll soon have more Ships than you know what to do with.
Video insects? Centipede is Atari's most successful video game since Asteroids. The game was introduced in July of 1981, and has set proudly on the top 10 money-making list ever since. At present, the average machine rakes in approximately $225.00 a week.

Centipede plays on our futuristic fears: in the end, the insects will prevail. In fact, the insects in Centipede are so huge (radiation, perhaps?) that we can no longer squish them flat or swat them dead: We must blast them senseless with a giant Bug Blaster.

The game is not for the meek. Centipede is a fast-paced game with incredible distraction devices. Your main task is to destroy every segment of a Centipede in order to clear the screen and make room for a new Centipede. The obstacles are numerous. The Spider tries like mad to kill you. The Flea clutters up the screen with Mushrooms. The Scorpion poisons those Mushrooms, driving the Centipede mad. New Centipedes bring new colors to the game and, of course, faster action. Every 12,000 points yields a new Bug Blaster.

If high scores aren't enough, consider this: If you achieve a score of 800,000 points, the machine will "freak out." Reports vary from odd letters at odd places to elongated Spiders and other unexpected video images. This seems to be an Atari trademark. Missile Command, as many of you know, also "freaks out" at around 810,000 points. So this is our challenge to you: Get 800,000 points and tell us what you see.
A. The Centipede (10 points per segment, 100 points per head). The Centipede is the King of the video Kingdom. Your first priority is to kill the King, after which a new King—a new Centipede—appears: all decked out in new colors. The King isn’t King for nothing. This is one crafty insect that can divide and multiply as necessary. *Don’t let it divide:* Always attack from the head or the tail and move progressively toward the other end. *Don’t let it multiply:* Destroy every Centipede segment before it hits the bottom and reproduces. The worst position to be in is with segments attacking from both over and under your Bug Blaster.

B. The Spider (300, 600, or 900 points, depending on distance from Bug Blaster). The Spider is the King’s soldier. His immediate goal is to attack and kill you. He also eats a few Mushrooms now and then, which may provoke the Flea. *Don’t allow the Spider to interfere with your game.* Only one Spider can appear at a time, and that Spider can never retreat. He can only move up, down, or forward. Kill the Spider if it’s convenient. If you can’t easily kill him, don’t fret. Some top scorers can kill the Spider consistently at 900 points. *Don’t attempt to do this when you’re learning the game.* Only attack the Spider after all other elements are mastered. The best initial advice is to be aware of the Spider at all times. If he’s dangling up and down heading left, stay to the right and concentrate on the Fleas, Mushrooms, Scorpion, or Centipede. Once the Spider exits, however, be careful. Move to the center. A new Spider can enter from either side and from any angle.
C. The Flea (200 points). The Flea is the King’s worker. His primary function is to replenish the Mushrooms you’ve destroyed at the bottom of the screen. It takes two shots to kill a Flea. We like to kill lots of Fleas, although some players simply scratch away at the Mushrooms they leave behind. Fleas only appear when less than five Mushrooms sit in your working area. That working
area is the distance from the bottom of the screen to the height your Bug Blaster can reach. Fleas will keep coming until at least five Mushrooms remain in that working area. It’s easy to get out of a Flea’s path. Don’t let them distract you.

D. The Scorpion (1000 points). The Scorpion is indeed the Queen. She’s the prize. Her main function is to poison Mushrooms. If a Centipede hits one of these poisoned Mushrooms, it will dive quickly to the bottom. By all means, kill the Queen. She’s your key to top scores. And the real trick is to kill the Scorpion fast, before she poisons the Mushrooms.

E. The Mushrooms (5 points). There are three types of Mushrooms: those that are (1) supplied at the beginning of the game or by the Fleas; those that (2) appear when a Centipede segment is destroyed; and those that (3) are poisoned by the Scorpion. The Type 1 and Type 2 Mushrooms determine the path that the Centipede will take toward the bottom of the screen. You will learn, under Centipede Strategy, how to take control of that path. The only real difference between Type 1 and Type 2 Mushrooms is that you score five extra points for Type 2’s after your Bug Blaster is destroyed. You can get 5 points for destroying Type 1 Mushrooms. The poisoned Mushrooms are dangerous. If a Centipede contacts a poisoned Mushroom, it dives quickly to the bottom of the screen. The only way to stop its plunge is to kill it by the head!

F. The Bug Blaster. This, my friend, is you. And you’d better keep yourself moving if you want to stay alive. Don’t let yourself idle. Stay active. Be the athlete. Like Muhammad Ali, dazzle them with your footwork—and time your punches for the greatest impact.
CENTIPEDE STRATEGY

A. Always clear a path through the Mushrooms. The path should be at least three Mushrooms wide and kept clear at all times. It takes four shots to destroy a Mushroom. Count your shots and don’t waste them. Whatever you do, don’t inadvertently split a Centipede while clearing your path. You’ll have too much to contend with. The path will give you a clear shot at the Scorpion at all times. This is essential to your grabbing 1000 points for each Scorpion. NOTE: For total control of the board, it is best to clear two paths; one on the right and one on the left. This will ensure a clean Scorpion kill before she poisons the Mushrooms.

B. Kill lots of Fleas. Fleas are worth 200 points, and with a little practice, are easily destroyed. Be careful. It takes two shots to kill a flea. If you only wing it with one shot, it will double its speed to the bottom. The way to attract lots of fleas is simple: erase all the Mushrooms in your working area at the bottom of the screen. The Fleas will keep coming until they have left five Mushrooms.

C. Kill the Centipede in one series of shots. Let the Centipede worm its way down to just above your working area. When you’ve got a clear shot, strafe it from the head to the tail with a rapid series of shots (your finger pressed down on the trigger). If killed from the head to the tail, you’ll get 100 points for each section—for a new head sprouts after you’ve destroyed the original head. NOTE: The length of the Centipede diminishes as the screen progresses. The first screen has one 12-segment Centipede (head and 11 segments). The second screen has an 11-segment Centipede (with head) and a single stray head. The
third screen has 10 segments and 2 stray heads, and so on. Kill the stray heads as soon as possible. They'll cause you unnecessary trouble if you let them get too close.

**D. Always work on the safe side of the Spider.**
The safe side is the side to which he isn't heading. If he's going left, stay to the right. The Spider won't be able to attack you (he can't retrace his steps) until he goes off the screen and returns. Don't count on the Spiders for points when you're learning the game. Kill them when practical or necessary.
Defender was the top video game of 1981. It captured six of eight top awards issued by Playmeter, the trade magazine for the Coin Operated Entertainment Industry. And Williams Electronics is still overloaded with orders for this blockbuster machine. Although Defender may appear to be an ordinary video space game, don’t be fooled. This is one of the most complex, most remarkable games to hit the arcades. One of the most amazing aspects of Defender is the graphics: There are 256 different color combinations that may burst onto the screen at any time. Add to that a variety of noises and a grand parade of shapes and movements and you’ve got yourself one shining example of video possibilities.

The fate of the world is at your fingertips. You command a Spaceship defending innocent Humanoids from alien attack. This is a serious responsibility. If your Humanoids are captured, and carried from the Earth to alien territory, they mutate. And these Mutants become dangerous enemies of your Ship. The game is played in a series of attack waves. Once you’ve destroyed all the Landers in an attack, a new wave begins.

Defender is the ultimate video game of skill. Steve Juraszek, a one-time national Defender champion (high score 15,963,100), states that, to be a top Defender player, you must be “very mechanically inclined,” and you must have “good eyesight and quick reflexes.” No tricks are involved in high scores. The secret is concentration and practice.
A solid understanding of Defender basics is essential to high scores. Spend your first Defender quarters experimenting, feeling out the personalities of each of the enemies and the possible movements of your Space Ship.

A. Spaceship. You command this Spaceship over and under the Earth’s surface. You can progress through the atmosphere at the speed you choose. You can reverse and you can instantly Hyperspace to another part of the world at will.

B. Humanoids. Humanoids are peaceful while they’re still human. They often walk around the Earth’s surface in groups. Don’t shoot them. Protect them. If allowed to mutate, you’ve got one big problem on your hands. Although you’ll survive an inadvertent collision with a Humanoid, the Humanoid will die.

C. Landers (150 points). You must destroy all the Landers on a screen to complete an attack wave. A Lander’s basic objective is to grab Humanoids and carry them to the top. They’ll fire at you, but you can easily avoid their fire. There are four to five Landers on a screen at most times.

D. Mutants (150 points). These are formed when a Lander successfully carries a Humanoid to the top of the screen. The Lander then sucks the Humanoid into his space craft and forms a Mutant. These are dangerous. Their main objective is to kill you, and they never shoot straight, always at an angle. If a Mutant appears, muster all your energy to kill it. If the Landers carry all of your Humanoids to the top of the screen, the world explodes. This is no pretty sight, and nearly impossible to stay alive in.
E. Baiters (200 points). Baiters appear near the end of the attack wave, to speed up the game. They will track you closely. They can shoot faster and move faster than you. Kill the Baiters as soon as they appear. They’re fairly large targets. If too many Baiters appear, you’ll probably have to use Hyperspace. Baiters disappear when you’ve destroyed all the Landers.

F. Bombers (250 points). Bombers are fairly passive. They travel in groups of one to three, leaving Mine Fields behind them. You cannot shoot these Mines. You must avoid them. Try to kill the Bombers before they leave Mines.

G. Mother Ships (1000 points). Mother Ships (a.k.a. Pods) are some of your worst enemies. They also yield high points. One Mother Ship appears on the 2nd wave, three on the 3rd, and four on the 4th. When destroyed, five to seven Swarmers are released by the Mother Ship, and must be killed.

H. Swarmers (150 points). Swarmers are released from Mother Ships after the Mother Ship has been destroyed. These are no fun. They track you closely. Some people use a Smart Bomb the instant a Mother Ship has been killed. Others skillfully and cautiously kill the Swarmers one by one.

I. Scanner. This Scanner displays an overview of the entire war zone. Your playing area is bracketed. Your lasers cannot kill enemies past the playing area. This Scanner should be constantly monitored. If you want a real challenge, try playing the whole game with the Scanner only. Don’t look at the screen. It will help develop and test your Defender skills.
The key to strategy is staying alive. You get a new Smart Bomb and a new Ship every 10,000 points. As the game progresses, more aggressive enemies enter the playing area. To stay alive past 30,000 points, you’ll need to know how to use each of the controls. The strategies below build on each other. It’s essential to know strategy A before you can move to B, and so on. Once you get to strategy B, you’re still using what you’ve learned in strategy A. You’re simply adding to its depth. Remember: Your basic objective is to kill all the Landers on the screen to complete an attack wave. It’s necessary to kill them fast, so that (1) they don’t mutate your Humanoids and (2) Baiters don’t appear.

A. Beginning Strategies. There are certain basic strategies that must be developed and learned as soon as possible. All of these strategies, once learned, will continue throughout your entire game.

1. Hit the Thrust and Fire buttons together. Consider these two buttons as one button. Always hit them together and hit them as fast as you can. Develop “Defender Fingers.” Don’t stop doing this unless you’re in an instant-death situation. It’s important to keep moving and to keep firing.

2. Fly low. Many top Defender players seldom fly more than two inches above the Earth’s surface. It’s important in adequately protecting the Humanoids.
3. Kill kidnapping Landers. Destroy the Landers when they're raising your Humanoids to the top. Don't kill your Humanoids. Once you've killed a Lander, scoop up the Humanoid and return him to the Earth for extra points. You earn 500 points for saving a Humanoid, and an extra 500 for returning the Humanoid to Earth. You also get the points for killing the Lander.
DEFENDER STRATEGY

B. Reverse Strategy. Reverse Strategy begins on the second screen. It should be used sparingly, and only when necessary. The most advantageous Reverse Strategy concerns the Mutants. Mutants are dangerous and difficult to kill. They also track your every move. A good way to kill them is to move up toward a Mutant, reverse, and destroy it instantly. Your reversal will confuse the Mutant and stall him for an instant.

C. Hyperspace Strategy. Hyperspace becomes necessary when the score starts building, say around 30,000 points. If you’ve dawdled during an attack wave, several Baiters may appear. These Baiters are faster moving and faster shooting than you are. There’s no need to waste a valuable Smart Bomb on them. You might as well escape them with Hyperspace. Just beware: You have no idea where you’ll end up. Be prepared to move instantly as soon as you’ve reappeared on the screen. Point 1 on the Radar Screen shows where you might be before Hyperspace. Point 2 shows where you might wind up safely. Point 3 shows where you might wind up—and die.
D. Smart Bomb Strategy. Smart Bombs are valuable. Use them for maximum point potential. You should be able to survive without the Smart Bombs until around 30,000 points, at which point you’ll have six of them. Wait until several Mother Ships appear on the screen at the same time. Then Smart Bomb the whole screen for 1,000 points per Mother Ship. The only other time to use the Smart Bomb is when you have no other choice: when all kinds of enemies are on the board. It’s always best to use the Smart Bomb smartly, for big points.
DONKEY KONG

Something got lost in the translation. According to Nintendo of America, the word “Donkey” is an English translation of the Japanese word “Stupid.” Thus, the game we know as “Donkey Kong” is known throughout Japan as “Stupid Kong.” It could have been worse.

Donkey Kong or Stupid Kong—whatever name you choose to use—is, at the time of this printing, the Number One money-making game in the country. And there’s no sign that Donkey Kong has peaked in popularity. It’s still climbing, so to speak, to that high perch where Asteroids, Defender, and Pac-Man once stood. If you were to put all your money down on the next video sensation, you couldn’t do better than to put all that money on Donkey Kong.

What’s all the fuss about? Most people will talk about the fantastic animation, with Donkey Kong beating his chest and grabbing a girl and dragging her to the top of a building. There are wild sound effects, too. These two elements—animation and sound—might force a few quarters out of your pocket and into the machine. But to keep pumping quarters in Donkey Kong, there must be something else, a bigger payoff. And there is.

Donkey Kong—a new-wave video game—gives you four totally different games for your quarter. Depending on how high you get, you’ll have to contend with Ramps, Foxfires, Elevators, Conveyor Belts, Springese, Barrels, Beams, and, of course, Kong. There’s the immediate challenge, therefore, to rise higher and higher in the
building, to master all four games of play. **Donkey Kong requires both skill and strategy.** You must become adept at moving, jumping, and hammering with Jumpman and you must plan carefully your path toward the top. This is the first game we know of to successfully wed these two video elements. It takes at least a month to simply get good on this machine. You'll then spend another year or so having fun at it (none of us are close to getting tired of it).

**The object of Donkey Kong is simple.** A building is under construction. Kong grabs a fair-haired Damsel and drags her up to the top of a construction level. You—Mario, the Brave Carpenter—hear the Damsel's cries for help and transform yourself into Jumpman: her potential hero. Your mission, for the remainder of your quarter, is to try to save the girl. The problem is, every time you get to the top of the level, Kong grabs your honey and carries her up to another level. The four different levels are the four different games you must learn to play.

**Screen sequence:** The order of the screens eventually becomes repetitive. It takes a long time to get there, however. The sequence of the screens is this, with Ramps being A, Ziggurats B, Elevators C, and Conveyor Belts D:

A · B · A · C · B · A · D
C · B · A · D · A · C · B
A · D · A · C · A · B
A · D · A · C · A · B
A · D · A · C · A · B
Some elements remain basically the same on every screen. These are the most crucial to learn. Among them are:

**Jumpman** (Mario, the Brave Carpenter): This is you. Spend your first ten or fifteen quarters mastering Jumpman. Don’t worry about your score. Learn how to climb Ladders and jump Barrels with ease. Once these two basics are learned, real strategy can begin.

**Donkey Kong**: Don’t worry about Kong. Just don’t go near him, or you’re dead. You’re only concern is with the weapons he hurls at you.

**Damsel**: She’s the goal, the one with the magical kiss. Spend your time trying to reach her, but ignore her cries for help; they’ll only distract you.

**Hammer**: The Hammer appears on screens A, B, and D. Spend some time learning how to use it. It’s your only way to kill enemies (Barrels, Foxfires, etc.). Remember: (1) You must jump up to grab the Hammer and (2) You can move toward Barrels with the Hammer, but then stop and let them run into you.
A. The Ramp Pattern
1. Barrels. Barrels are usually rolling down Ramps. At times, however, they can turn on their sides and plummet down or across Ladders. You can jump rolling Barrels. Barrels turned on their sides will kill you quickly. Avoid them! Some Barrels will track and kill you, especially if you’re under or on a Ladder.
2. Beams. These are blue. They act similarly to Barrels.
3. Furnace. (Oil Can or Fire-Pit). Ignore this. All it does is produce the Fireball.
4. Fireball. If you’re quick enough, you can ignore the Fireball. It only enters your game if you delay or run backwards. Then watch out. It burns.

B. The Ziggurat Pattern
1. Prizes (Telephone, Lunch Pail, Umbrella). Prizes are nice and earn you some bonus points. Claim them only when it's practical. Don't go out of your way to get them. When you master the Ziggurat pattern, you'll probably be able to claim all the Prizes without wasting time.
2. Plugs (Rivets). You must unplug all eight of these to clear the screen. Walk or jump over a Plug to clear it. Once cleared, you must jump over the gap it leaves or fall to your death.
3. Foxfires (Will-O'-The-Wisps, Flaming Chickens). These are great balls of fire that are deceptively slow. They’re very clever. Like the Pac-Man monsters, they track you. And you can lure them toward you. They cannot cross unplugged gaps. They can, however, slide down ladders—and faster than you can climb down them.
C. The Elevator Pattern
1. Elevators. These move at a constant speed, up and down, as shown. Jump on “up” Elevators when they’re about an inch below you. Jump on “down” Elevators when they’re about an inch above.
2. Prizes. Get them only if it’s practical. Otherwise, ignore them.
3. Foxfires. Constantly monitor where the Foxfires are. Good strategy means avoiding them.
4. Steps. You must learn to jump up the Steps. This takes practice. Under Strategy, you’ll learn the safe Steps and the dangerous Steps.
5. Springese. These can kill you fast if you’re sloppy. Always be aware of them. They only attack certain Steps, and follow rigid patterns.

D. The Conveyor Belt Pattern
1. Conveyor Belts. The Belts can move either left or right, as determined by Kong’s direction at the top. If you run against them, your time is slowed down. If you run with them, you run twice as fast.
2. Gaps. Gaps must be crossed with a running jump. Do not cross casually. You’ll fall to your death.
4. Fireballs. These balls-of-fire are aggressive, and a leading cause of death. They must contend with the Conveyor Belt speed and cannot cross gaps.
5. Cement Tubs. You can jump the Tubs. If you contact them, you’re dead. They give good Bonus points when hit with the Hammer.
6. Prizes. Get the Prizes only when practical. Don’t run out of your way to grab them.
A. The Ramp Pattern
This pattern appears three times before the first Conveyor Belt. The basic path to follow at all times is drawn. The individual techniques for safely following that path are given below.

Level One:
This is the easiest of the three levels. Specifically:
Point 3. Run as fast as you can to this point. A Barrel will be rolling at you. Jump it. If you've hesitated at all, wait at Point 2 for that Barrel to pass over you. Then resume the pattern.
Point 4. Wait between these two Ladders, jumping Barrels as necessary until it's safe to climb up the Ladder on the far left.
Point 7. Run at top speed from Point 5 to Point 7, jumping Barrels on the run. If you've lagged previously, stop at Point 6, wait for Barrels to pass over you, then move up the Ladder to Point 7.

Level Two:
The game speeds up. Specifically:
Point 2. Run without hesitation to this point. If fast, you can outrun Kong's first Barrel. A second Barrel will come down the Ladder toward you. Jump the Barrel. Hesitate after jumping the Barrel if a third Barrel is passing over you. Then resume the pattern.
Point 4. Wait between these Ladders, as before, until it's safe to climb to Point 5.
Point 5. Wait under the Hammer for Barrels. When the first Barrel comes, jump it and grab the Hammer at the same time. Then move cautiously toward Point 6, stopping to kill Barrels. Do not kill Barrels while moving.
Point 6. Wait here until your Hammer runs out. A Barrel will probably be close to you when the Hammer runs out. Be careful. Avoid or jump it, as necessary. Then proceed to Point 7.

Level Three
The fastest Ramp pattern. Specifically:
Point 1. Come to this point and wait. You won’t be able to outrun Kong’s first Barrel this time. Once the Barrel hits the bottom Ramp and rolls toward you, jump it. Resume the pattern after jumping.
Point 4. Follow the same play action as described from Point 4 above.
B. The Ziggurat Pattern
This pattern appears twice before the first Conveyor Belt. You must clear all the Plugs (or Rivets) to collapse the structure and make Kong fall on his head. Foxfires will track you closely. The patterns below are guides. Considering the nature of the computer chip, you may have to change patterns in the middle. Three things to remember: (1) Don’t concern yourself with the Prizes. If you’re there, grab them. Otherwise, ignore them. (2) You can’t cross an unplugged gap. You must jump. And the Foxfires can’t jump unplugged gaps. (3) Foxfires always enter on the opposite side of Jumpman. If you’re on the left, they’ll enter on the right.

Blue Pattern: Follow this pattern if the Foxfire enters on the bottom row. If you run without hesitation, you’ll be able to grab the Hammer when the Foxfires get near the top. At Point 1, grab the Hammer and kill as many Foxfires as possible. After killing them, it should be safe to resume the pattern and get the Plugs.

Red Pattern: If a Foxfire enters from the third row, you’ll have to clear one side at a time. This is a more difficult process. By the time you make it to Point 2, the Foxfires should be at the top floors. Slip down the Ladders, pluck out the bottom Plugs, and hightail it back to the Hammer at Point 2. Claim the Hammer, pound senseless a few Foxfires, and grab your last Plugs.
C. The Elevator Pattern

This pattern appears only once before the first Conveyor Belt. Jumping skills are super important here. Once you learn how to jump effectively, follow this basic pattern. A quick trip through the Elevators will then be easy.

**Point 1.** Run up and grab the Prize and then return down. This ploy confuses the Foxfire at Point 3.

**Point 2.** Wait here until the Foxfire commits itself down one of the Ladders. Then jump on an Elevator. Make sure the Step you jump on is at least an inch below you when you jump.

**Point 3.** Jump on top of this landing. Go down the Ladder the Foxfire isn’t on.

**Points 4, 5, 6.** Grab the Lunch Pail and plan a quick jump from the landing (4) to the “down” Elevator (5), to the Steps (6). This must be done quickly, without hesitation. The Elevator should be at least an inch above you when you jump.

**Point 7.** All the steps marked seven (7) are safe: you can stand there without fear of a Springese. The trick for moving over an unsafe Step is to wait until a Springese goes by and then move it, as fast as possible. It should be fairly easy to move up the Steps, as shown. Just watch out for the Foxfire.

**Point 8.** When you reach this point, stand still. Don’t be afraid. Springese will jump over you. Plan your move to the top once a Springese has jumped over you.
D. The Conveyor Belt Pattern
The Conveyor Belt is a difficult pattern to master. Your major obstacle is movement: You must learn how to run against the grain, so to speak. If you run in the direction that a Conveyor Belt is moving, you go twice as fast. If you run against a Conveyor Belt's direction, your progress is twice as slow. The pattern below is a simple guide. It's most important to get to the top quickly, for two good reasons (1) your bonus will be higher and (2) more Foxfires are released as your Bonus score diminishes. One important tip: Unlike the Ziggurat Pattern, Foxfires enter, this time, on the side Jumpman is on. If you're on the left, they'll enter from the left.

**Point 1.** Move to this point and stop. Do not grab the Telephone. Wait for all the Foxfires to come out on the left-hand side of the screen (three on L=3; four on L=4; five on L=5). Once they've entered, resume the pattern, grabbing the phone.

**Point 2.** Make sure a Foxfire isn't coming down the Ladder. If it is, you'll have to get the Hammer and kill it. If it isn't, don't worry about the Hammer. Get to the top!

**Point 3.** When you reach this point, you'll probably have to jump a Cement Tub or two. You can do it. Although you move forward slowly on this Conveyor Belt, you can still jump as far. Plan a jump that will place you at the bottom of the Ladder.

**Point 4.** Get on a Ladder and climb it to the top. Prepare for a new screen.
Omega Race is an easy game to learn. In fact, it's probably the most approachable video game in the arcades. An unskilled player can pop one quarter into the machine and stay there for up to 20,000 points. That doesn't mean it's a simple game. It simply means that you get more time for your initial quarters (you get your money's worth!).

**Omega Race remains pure.** While more and more games are offering Disney-like animation and over 200 different colors, Omega Race displays simple black-and-white shapes. So what's the big deal? Why is Omega Race a constant top-10 money maker? It's the feeling, my friend — the magical weightless feeling you get on this journey through outer space.

**The year is 2003.** Android forces are attacking the city of Komar. It is up to Omega Fighters to save the city from this alien attack. The method of fighting is simple. It's a strange space race, where Omega Fighters are trained to run circles around the enemy. The circling confuses the enemies, making them easy targets for your missile fire. Once an alien attack is snuffed out by the Omega Fighter, triumphant music blares, and a new set of aliens — angry now — regroup and attack.

**The weightless feeling of Omega Race is indescribable.** There are a few basic strategies, although this is primarily an observation and reaction game. If you're sick and tired of getting low scores on Defender or Donkey Kong, try this game for size — and watch the scores build.
It is most important to understand the game elements. High scores are the rewards for those with top-notch reflexes, not pre-planned strategies. The elements can be easily learned after a few dollars of play.

A. Omega Fighter. This is you. You have the ability to turn at any angle—full circle if you wish. You move forward by means of Thrust. Fire-power comes in a series of four shots each. You get new fire-power once your first shots hit an object or disintegrate. It's best to plan your shots wisely. When in doubt, however—fire.

B. Force-Field. The Force-Field is always there, but becomes visible only when you bump into it. The Omega Fighter bounces off the Force-Field like you'd bounce off a giant rubber band. You can take the corners full throttle, therefore, without worry of a crash. Just be prepared to bounce.
C. **Photon Mines (350 points)**. These triangular Mines are deposited randomly by Command Ships. More and more of them appear as the game progresses. Don’t collide with them! Shoot them!

D. **Vapor Mines (500 points)**. Treat Vapor Mines as you would Photon Mines. Just be doubly aware of them. And make sure to destroy them.

E. **Droid Ships (1000 points)**. Droid Ships slowly and steadily track you. They can’t shoot at you. Droid Ships are easy to kill. And as long as you keep moving, there’s no way they’ll catch you—just don’t run into them! If you kill a Command Ship, one of the Droid Ships will transform itself into the new Command Ship.

F. **Command Ships (1500 points)**. This is one fast adversary. It tracks and shoots much faster than the Droid Ships. Kill Command Ships before they become Death Ships. Chase them. Command Ships warn you of the Death Ship metamorphosis: They start spinning rapidly.

G. **Death Ships (2500 points)**. This is hyper-accelerated attack. If a Death Ship appears, you must kill it. But be careful! The Death Ship can shoot and maneuver much faster than you can. Use all of your raceway skills. Death Ships leave plenty of Photon and Vaper Mines. The faster you kill it, the better.
There are few secret strategies to Omega Race. The most important consideration is to kill enemy Androids fast, before they turn into Death Ships. If you take too much time, you'll be confronted with numerous mine fields and aggressive aliens. You get an extra Fighter and bonus points at a score determined by the arcade owner, usually 40,000 points. Some special tips on how to get that bonus package are given here.

A. Thrust direction is determined by Fighter direction. If you find yourself heading quickly toward enemy Droids, don't panic. Simply turn your ship around and thrust in another direction. You can control your thrusts somewhat by bouncing your Fighter off of Force-Fields. It's important that you be in control of your Fighter.
B. Keep moving. Remember, you’re able to race around the city. You’ve been trained to do this. It’s important that you keep moving in order to baffle and confuse the Androids. Always chase after Command Ships. Kill them before they become Death Ships. Death Ships may be worth more points, but they aren’t worth the hassle.

C. Never shoot straight at a Death Ship. Use your powers of movement to run circles around the Death Ship. When you’ve got a good shot at it, arc your Fighter around the Death Ship, as shown. Then shoot. It’s super important that you never shoot straight at a Death Ship. You may in fact destroy it, but it will probably destroy you in the process.
D. **Clean up Mines.** You always have spare time after an attack wave. Use this spare time to destroy as many Mines as you possibly can. Those Mines are worth points! And if you don’t kill them now, they’ll sit waiting for you on the next screen.
PAC-MAN

Pac-Man holds the record. Since its development in 1980, approximately 250,000 Pac-Man machines have appeared all over the world. That's a quarter of a million machines! And approximately 95,000 of those are in the United States. In numbers alone, Pac-Man reigns supreme. They have set the marketing goal that all other games strive to achieve.

The basics of Pac-Man are simple. You control one joystick that moves the Pac-Man through a maze—left or right, up or down. The trick is learning standard patterns to guide this Pac-Man through that maze. We offer one simple pattern that can be learned and put to work in a matter of days. This pattern will undoubtedly give you high scores. But you may eventually discover variations in the pattern that work better for you. And that's what Pac-Man's all about! Learn to personalize your pattern, give it your mark.

The object of the game is simple: Score as many points as you can. Eating the small dots in the maze gives you the minimum number of points: 10 points per dot. Big points come when you eat the Energizers—the big flashing dots near each corner of the maze—and then kill the fleeing Blue Monsters. Each Energerizer is worth 50 points. The points for the Monsters double as you eat them during a single blue phase. The first Monster is worth 200 points, the second 400, the third 800, and the fourth 1600. During the first three or four screens of play, it's fairly easy to kill all four Monsters with each Energizer—for a total of 3000 points. If you kill four Monsters at each
corner and eat up all the small dots (240 of them), you gather 14,600 points for each screen. If you gobble up a few Fruits on each screen, you add their values to the total. The first Fruits—Cherries—give small bonus points (100 each). Each screen you play gives you different Fruits with increasing point values (Strawberry, 300, and Peaches, 500, for example). You eventually get to high screens where there's no Fruit at all, but bonus Thunderbirds, Bells, and Keys (worth 2000, 3000, and 5000 points, respectively).

Don't get greedy. Bonus Fruits and Prizes are worth more during the later screens, but it becomes harder and harder to eat all four Monsters with each Energizer. Eventually, you must be satisfied with eating only one—or maybe two—Monsters per Energizer. That's because the Monsters stay blue for such a short period of time as the game progresses. Once they return to their original color, they'll kill you.

Pac-Man has been the center of controversy. Many enterprising computer-based businesses have been "ripping off" the Pac-Man logo and idea, and getting rich in the process. Laws are being developed as quickly as possible to ensure the Pac-Man trademark. In the meantime, nobody really knows who's wrong and who's right. What all this means is that Pac-Man has gone far beyond most video games. Songs, T-shirts, bumper stickers, ties, coffee mugs, and numerous other "fan" items have recently flooded the market. And all of this for a game that was originally considered "too cute."

---

\[ \text{Illustrations of Fruits and Monsters} \]
PAC-MAN ELEMENTS

Pac-Man is a game with five basic parts. Get to know these parts before attempting high strategy. Once you master the mechanics of the game, the real fun—and the high scores—will begin.

A. Pac-Man (alias The Pac, Jaws, Yellow Man, and Critter). Never hesitate moving the Pac-Man. Hesitation can be a more formidable enemy than the Monsters. Courage is one of four ways to stop hesitation. The other three are practice, practice, and practice. You’ll probably experience those painful Pac-Man ailments: Pac-Man elbow and Pac-Man blisters. They’re but the price you pay for victory.

B. Monsters (alias Ghosts, Zombies, and Screw-Eyes). Learn the personality of each monster. Speedy, nicknamed “Pinky,” is pink, and he’s fast. The red Shadow, nicknamed “Blinky,” is always behind you; it’s hard to shake him. The light blue Bashful, nicknamed “Inky,” is terribly shy and will actually run away from you. The orange Pokey, nicknamed “Clyde,” will try his best to get you, but he’s slow.

C. Energizers (alias Power Points, Killer Pills, Fuel Tanks, and Vitamins). Make sure at least three Monsters are following you before eating an Energizer. You only have four Energizers per screen—use them sparingly for maximum point potential. The Energizers are to Pac-Man what spinach is to Popeye. They make Pac-Man powerful enough to kill Monsters.

D. Tunnel (alias The Tube, The Time Warp, and The Scoot.) The Monsters always go slower through the Tunnel than Pac-Man. Use this to your advantage: Lure the Monsters behind you
through the Tunnel. This is the best way to get the Monsters off your tail. It buys you time.

**E. Fruits** *(alias Big Points, Point Pickers, and Weiniers)*. Fruit makes for big bonus points. Try your best to get the Fruit, but remember: the Monsters know you want that Fruit. Lure the Monsters away. The speed of the game varies with the Fruit showing at the bottom of the screen. The progression from slowest to fastest is: Cherries, Strawberry, Peaches, Apples, Grapes, Thunderbirds, Bells, and Keys.
PAC-MAN STRATEGY

Don’t believe anybody wielding one-pattern Pac-Man methods. Monster chips are programmed to behave differently on different screens. It’s true that you can have one general pattern, but you must keep altering that pattern for the screen you’re playing. We give you here just such a one-pattern method. It is basically the same on every screen. The individual nuances, however, are the difference between high scores and instant death.

Beware the bootleg Pac-Man. Your high scores have caused arcade owners to jimmy with their Pac-Man machines. They can buy kits to transform standard Pac-Man movements into random movements. Your patterns won’t work. Midway itself—the manufacturer of Pac-Man—provides new chips to alter somewhat the movement of the Monsters. Our pattern works with the classic machines. You’re on your own with random machines.

A. The Cherry Pattern. The classic Pac-Man program will respond beautifully to this pattern on the first, Cherry Screen. The trick is to follow the leader. This pattern gets the Monsters chasing you, just right for big points at the Energizers. When you get to Point 1, run clockwise around the Monster pen. Follow this to the Fruit at Point 2. Eat it. You’ll have lots of Monsters behind you. Quickly duck out of the Monster Pen to avoid the approaching orange Monster. Make your way up to Point 3. Don’t eat the Energizer. Return
instead to Point 2, pick up a second Cherry, and move to Point 4. Eat the Energizer now and kill Monsters. Your prime motive now should be eating Energizers. Move from the top left to the bottom left, then to the bottom right and finally to the upper right. Eat the final Energizer at Point 5. Prepare for a new screen.
B. The Mid-Fruit Pattern. Again, classic programs will respond properly to this pattern. Some machines begin immediately on the Mid-Fruit Pattern—even though they start with a Cherry. A quick way to tell is if the Blue Monster comes out of the Pen and begins heading down fast to the bottom right corner. If that happens on a Cherry, use this pattern immediately. Forget the Cherry Pattern. Otherwise, start this pattern when a
Strawberry appears and use it on the two Peaches. The big difference on this pattern concerns the Monster Pen at Point 1. You should go counterclockwise around this pen, as drawn. You’re going to have some frenzied action at Points 2 and 3. If you don’t panic, you’ll make it. If you panic—or if you hesitate—watch out. You’re on your own.

C. The Apple Pattern. The same path is used on this pattern as on the Mid-Fruit. It follows continually through the remaining Fruit, to the
later Keys. You’ve got to use some body english at Point 1. And the Pink Monster will be coming fast and turn right down toward you. When he begins to come toward you, momentarily back-step your Pac-Man. The Pink Monster will retreat and run up the aisle on the left. Follow him closely. Pinky will continue moving up the aisle to the top of the screen. You must run to Point 2, as drawn. If you haven’t followed Pinky closely, he’ll meet you head-on at Point 2, and kill you. **NOTE:** When Monsters stay Blue for a minimum amount of time after being energized, don’t try to kill them. Simply make your way through the pattern.

**D. Later-Key Patterns.** Energized Monsters don’t turn blue on the 5th key. They turn blue shortly on the 6th. From the 7th key onward, they never turn blue again. Follow this pattern precisely. And remember: Don’t hesitate. Simply hightail it as shown around the screen as fast as you can. And good luck!
PHOENIX

There was no contest. Phoenix flew away with the 1981 PlayMeter award for best video-game graphics. And well it should. This is no run-of-the-mill video game, Phoenix. This is an electronic work of art, complete with classical music.

"Kill the Birds." That's a frequent cry from within the arcades. And indeed there are many Birds to kill: big Birds and little Birds, fast Birds and slow Birds, orange Birds and blue Birds. And like the Phoenix of myth, these Birds seldom die. They rise continually from the ashes.

"Phoenix" etymologically means: to Defend. That's the primary function of this game's birds. The Birds defend a Spaceship. And there are five waves of defending Birds. The first four waves are Birds alone, which you must destroy before getting to the payoff: the Spaceship.

This is no ordinary video Spaceship. First of all, it's huge: The Spaceship dominates the video screen during this fifth wave of play. Secondly, this is a living Spaceship. You monitor at all times the Alien within its confines.

You must reach the Spaceship. That's where your top points are. In order to reach the Spaceship, you must destroy four attack waves of Birds. And these are aggressive Birds! The top Phoenix players must successfully learn how to quickly and safely kill all Birds in the attack waves.

This is a close-encounter situation. It is imperative that you plan as close an encounter as possible with the Alien, to score top points. In other words, the closer the Alien is to your Missile, the more points you rake in.
A. Warbird Elements: Screens One and Two.
Screens one and two employ the same enemy Warbirds. The big difference between these two screens is speed: the second screen is twice as fast as the first. Although both screens speed up level by level (one level=five screens), the ratio of speed is always the same. There are 16 Warbirds on these screens. If you hit Birds with wings spread wide (1), they're worth 200 points. Otherwise, they're worth 20 points standing (2) and 40 attacking (3). Although the 200-point wing-spread Bird is attractive, it is difficult to hit because of its quick maneuverability. Don't wait for them to spread their wings. Kill them as fast as possible. Your primary aim should be: Get to the Spaceship.
PHOENIX ELEMENTS

B. Phoenix Elements: Screens Three and Four.
The third and fourth screens utilize similar Birds in different attack formations. The pace on each screen is the same. These Birds — Phoenixes — track you much more closely than the Warbirds.

1. **Eggs.** Eggs are worth 50 points apiece. At first, Eggs appear alone on the screen. They then hatch into Birds.

2. **Birds.** Birds are worth anywhere from 50 to 800 points, at random. You can’t collect much more than 500 points per Bird during the first two levels.

3. **Winged Birds.** You can clip a wing for 20 points. It does not affect the Bird’s ability to fly. If both wings are clipped, the Bird regenerates instantly into a whole Bird again.

4. **Broken Eggs.** After successfully killing a bird, it will break into an Egg, revealing the bonus.
C. Spaceship Elements: Screen Five. This is the most important screen for collecting points. The object is to kill the Alien in the middle of the Ship.

1. Birds. Warbirds defend the Spaceship. Point values are the same as on the first screen. Do not kill all the Warbirds. Leave at least one at all times. If you kill all the Warbirds, a whole new flock will generate.

2. Orange Underbelly. If this Underbelly descends far enough to touch your Laser, you’re dead. You must carve a path through this Underbelly to attack the Alien.

3. Purple Band. The Purple Band constantly moves around the Ship’s circumference. You must pierce this Band in order to kill the Alien.

4. Alien. The Alien is worth 400 points or more, depending on its distance from your Missile. The closer, the more points. This is the prize, the top dollar. It’s the best means toward top scores.
A. Warbird Strategy: Screens One and Two.
Shoot the Birds. As fast as possible. Make sure to keep moving. Use the Force-Field when necessary. The movement on screen one is fairly slow. The pace doubles on screen two. Don’t concern yourself with points here. Points will come later. Think speed. The longer you take to kill the Birds, the more aggressive they become—and the harder they are to kill.
B. Phoenix Strategy: Screens Three and Four. The third and fourth screens can be approached similarly. Here's how to do it. Eggs will appear on the screen and weave their way down. When the bottom Egg is about two thirds of the way down the screen, all the Eggs will hatch into giant Birds. These Birds will track you. Use this to your advantage. Sit in one spot to the left or right of the screen. Once the Eggs turn into Birds, start shooting. They'll all come down on top of you. This only works if you stay in one place. If you move too much, the Birds will scatter. When learning to play Phoenix, kill all the Eggs you can at the beginning of the screen. You'll have less Birds to contend with. After you master the killing of these Birds, it's probably better to let them hatch before killing them. You'll then achieve top point value.
PHOENIX STRATEGY

C. Spaceship Strategy: Screen Five. Two things to keep in mind: Don’t kill all the Warbirds; save at least one. If you kill them all, a new flock will come. Secondly, wait for the Spaceship to get as close to you as possible. The closer the encounter with the Alien, the more points when it’s killed.

1. **Poke holes in the Purple Band.** The Purple Band is most susceptible from the far left or the far right of the spaceship. Kill attacking Warbirds as necessary. Once you’ve poked some major holes in the Purple Band, concentrate on the Underbelly.

2. If the Orange Underbelly touches you or the bottom of the screen, you’re dead. Destroy as much of the Orange as possible, therefore. You will get a close shot at the alien.

3. Once you’ve cleared a lot of Underbelly at the bottom, forge a clear path through the center of the Underbelly to the Alien. Stay in one place, dodging or killing Warbirds as necessary. **Note:** From the second level on, there will be a group of Warbirds protecting the Purple Band. Keep your reflexes sharp. Those Birds are close and can attack instantly.

4. Once you’ve cleared a path, wait for the Spaceship to drop as close to you as possible. Dodge Bombs dropped by the Alien. Once the Ship is low enough, time a shot that will go through your path and through a hole in the Purple Band. Kill the Alien for megapoints.
It's their first big hit since Space Invaders. The programmers at Taito (pronounced Tie-toe) were the masterminds behind the Japanese Space Invaders. Qix (pronounced Kicks) is their first totally American game.

What's going on? The game could be described as a space-age Etch-A-Sketch. A strange video image—the Qix—moves erratically around the screen, constantly changing shape and speed. Your job is to block off at least 75% of the screen, all the while dodging the Qix and those feisty little agitators called Sparx. You're safe from the Qix when traveling along the border of its territory. It's when you cross that border and create a new line that the Qix will get you.

Don't just doodle around. Sparx constantly patrol the border of the Qix territory. If you hit a Sparx, you're dead. This forces you to draw new lines, making you susceptible to the death-kiss of the Qix. You can draw your lines fast or slow. Slow is more dangerous, but yields double the points.

The magic of Qix is that no two games are ever the same. There is a googolplex \( \left(1 \times 100^{100} \times 100^{100}\right) \) of combinations that you can draw, yielding 75% of the screen or better. That's more possible combinations than there are atoms in the universe. Qix is thus a game of thought. Skill plays a role, but a minor role. Strategy is the key game element.

The success of this game is surprising. There was no precedent. It's a first of its kind. Qix is probably the best sign of video's limitless future.
The elements of Qix are easily learned. The game itself displays all the necessary play information before you pump in your first quarter. This is one of few games that offer that kind of information. Learn the basics, surely, but spend most of your time on strategy.

A. Stix. This is you, and you can travel by two means. Either move along the border of the Qix territory or forge a new path into Qix territory. To
move along the border, you need only move the Joystick and watch out for Sparx coming toward you. To forge new paths, you move the Joystick and push either the Slow or Fast Draw button.

B. Qix. The Qix is a constantly changing configuration of video lines. He can move anywhere in his territory. That territory is defined by the area you have blocked off, and claimed for yourself. If he contacts a line while you’re claiming a block, you’re dead.

C. Sparx. Sparx patrol the border of the Qix territory. More Sparx appear the longer you take to clear a screen. Eventually—if you hesitate greatly—Sparx turn blue and chase you everywhere you move. They’ll even chase you on the lines you’re drawing. If a Sparx contacts you, you’re dead.

D. Fuse. The Fuse is the penalty for hesitation. If you stop while drawing new lines, the Fuse will start where you began to draw and move toward you. Once you continue, the Fuse will stop. But beware: If you hesitate again, the Fuse will pick up where it left off.

E. Spiral Death Trap. This trap is the direct result of your carelessness. If, while trying to complete a box, you panic, and keep turning inwards, you’ll find yourself smack in the middle of the Spiral Death Trap. You won’t be able to reverse. You’ll have to stop. And the Fuse will follow down the Spiral and zap you.

F. The Red Line. This is a timed line that releases Sparx. The countdown time is usually 37 seconds, after which two new Sparx are released. The game will speed up and, if the Red Line closes again, the Sparx will turn blue.
QIX STRATEGY

Strategy is 90% of the game Qix. There are basically two things to keep in mind, no matter what type of strategy you play: (1) Complete the screens as fast as possible (The longer you lag, the more aggressive the Sparx become, and the panic factor multiplies) and (2) Get as much of the screen as possible. 75% gives you a new screen, but no bonus points. You get 1000 bonus points for every percentage point beyond 75%. In other words, 85% will yield 10,000 bonus points. Another thing to keep in mind is the Slow vs. Fast Draw. The general rule is: Use the Fast Draw to set up your pattern; use the Slow Draw to complete your pattern. Slow Draw areas yield twice the point value as the Fast. Listed below are four different strategies. The first three are basically designed for one Qix. The fourth pattern is especially designed for a twin Qix.

A. Tree-Branch (or Hangman's) Strategy. The theory behind the Tree-Branch Strategy is this: If you create enough small open areas, the Qix will eventually get trapped in one. You can then seal off the Qix and claim the rest of the area—preferably beyond 75%.

1. Erect a tree trunk. Start your pattern with a trunk nearly to the top of the screen. It may take up to six or seven moves. It may take only one.

2. Create as many Branches as possible. It may be better to think of these as Hangman's Gallows. Create these everywhere—from the trunk and from all sides of the machine. Your primary aim is to leave as small a space as possible. It should be big enough for the Qix to enter, yet small enough to seal off quickly.
3. **Trap the Qix.** Once a Qix slips into one of the gallows, head down toward him—dodging Sparx as you go. Then seal him off with the Slow Draw, if possible. You will then get double the points you would for the Fast. If you left a small enough opening, the slow should be possible. If you’ve planned properly, and the Qix is trapped in a small area, you will have claimed way beyond 75% of the screen.
B. Triple Arena Strategy. Another highly successful strategy follows a more structured method than the tree-branch strategy.

1. **With the Fast Draw, build two columns** — one from the top and one from the bottom — to split the screen into three vertical rectangles.

2. **The Qix must choose one of the three areas.** Go to the areas where the Qix is not, and begin blocking them off with Slow Draws.

3. **Eventually, only one rectangle will remain.** Move toward the Qix. Wait for an opportune time, and then block him into a small space.
C. The Quadrant Strategy. Another highly successful, very simple strategy is the Quadrant. Your aim is to divide the screen into four parts.

1. **Construct four columns.** Place one in the center of each side, with the Fast Draw.

2. **The Qix will claim one quarter.** You can seal off the other quarters with the Slow Draw.

3. **Wait for an opportune time to seal off the Qix.** When you can block him into a small space, do so. And claim top bonus points for your strategy.
D. Twin-Qix Strategy. Twin Qix require special handling. You get double the points for splitting the two Qix on the third screen, triple on the fourth, etc.

1. **Build horizontal columns.** Start at the bottom of the board. The idea is to keep forcing both Qix toward the top of the machine.

2. **Use the Slow Draw.** Claim the bottom section of the board as you continue up.

3. **Claim up to 74% of the screen.** You can then try to split the Qix. The best way is to keep inching upward from the center. Once the Qix split to each side, Fast Draw a line to the top.
TEMPEST

The original plan called for monsters. That’s right, monsters—not the odd electrical shapes that define the modern Tempest machine. At a late developmental stage, Atari programmers realized that the Tempest video screen wouldn’t generate proper monster resolution. But the game cabinets had already been built and illustrated with monsters! A fundamental change had to be made. And made fast. The change was made, all right. And it was this charged electrical change that makes Tempest a most unusual game.

This is one electric game. No matter what the original plan was, the modern Tempest machine is electricity itself. Some players may consider themselves “astral tightrope walkers” perched “atop the opening of a ‘three-dimensional space platform’... dodging and destroying enemy aliens.” That’s what Atari thinks you think. We tend to consider ourselves live wires, open-circuits—moving not only to stay alive, but to define life itself.

Anybody can kill aliens. But how often are you given the opportunity to become electricity? Tempest displays a three-dimensional electrical field charged with enemy electrical shorts. You can be short-circuited (electrocuted?) in a variety of ways—each of them oddly, and at times intricately, predictable. Your task as the open-circuit is to fry the enemies in the electrical field. Once the enemies are destroyed, you’re sucked forcefully through a vacuum tube and positioned swiftly in a new electrical field.
with a totally new 3D pattern. **There are sixteen different electrical fields.** Each one is programmed to appear in a pre-planned order. This is a main feature of Tempest's electrifying design. You can choose any one of five entry-level patterns—1, 3, 5, 7, or 9. Number one is the easiest entry level and number nine is the most difficult. You progress—if you stay alive—from your chosen entry level to pattern 16, at which point the electrical fields change color. A new set of electrical fields is then generated, and the bonus points rise. If you reach a high level, you can begin your next game on that level. You simply deposit your quarter within 30 seconds after your last game. For example, if you end your first game on level 15, you can begin your second game on level 15. The object of the game remains the same on every screen. The pace speeds up, of course, and the patterns become more intricate. The going, in other words, gets tougher. But the rules are the same.

**The idea has caught on.** Tempest is the number three money-making video game, as of this writing. We've heard reports that the original designers are unhappy with the game, in its new form. They wanted monsters. Let them stay unhappy. We'll just take full advantage of their magnificent error, and enter willingly into the revolutionary game-world of electricity.
TEMPEST ELEMENTS

A. Live Wire (Open-Circuit). You energize this player through the electrical field. The trick is to keep moving. You have unlimited ammunition.

B. Tankers (100 points). In and of themselves, Tankers present minimal danger. They become dangerous either (1) after you jolt them or (2) when they reach the top of a lane. In either situation, they split into two Flippers. And Flippers are dangerous. Kill the Tankers near the center of the tube. Don’t let them get too high.

C. Flippers (150 points). Flippers are very quick and very dangerous. They can flip from lane to lane rapidly. Spawned by the Tankers, Flippers progress quickly toward the ends of the lanes. Try to kill them while they’re in this process.

D. Spinners (150 points). Spinners are nothing more than good-looking Missiles. They shoot quickly out of a tube——and often out of tubes with Spikers. Avoid Spinners. If they hit you, you’re dead. If they miss you, they’ll spin away from the electrical field, never to bother you again.

E. Spikers (50 points). These are slow-moving, predictable enemies that never cross lanes. They rarely reach the top. Spikers have but one purpose: to create Spikes—as long as possible. Destroy the Spikers quickly. Otherwise, you’ll have to contend with longer Spikes.

F. Spikes (no points). Spikes are inanimate enemies. They are not killed; they are simply destroyed. Spikes cause problems at the end of an electrical pattern — after all the animate enemies have been dealt with. In order to reach a new electrical pattern, you must travel down through a lane. If there’s a Spike in the lane, you’ll be impaled.
G. Fuseballs (250, 500, or 750 points). Fuseballs appear late in the game. They're slow, but unpredictable. They constantly change lanes, moving up and down to dodge your shots. They're aggressive, but they aren't fast. They're very clever. Destroy them at the first opportunity.

H. Pulsars (200 points). These enemies attempt to short-circuit lanes within the electrical field. They've completed short-circuits once they start pulsating. It is impossible to cross lanes that Pulsars have effectively short-circuited. You must destroy them when they're in the process of crossing lanes, when they're not pulsating. If you're in a lane when a Pulsar short-circuits it, you're dead. These enemies are some of your most fierce competitors, especially during the later screens. They limit the amount of play-area in the electrical field, and they require that you constantly observe their motions.
TEMPEST STRATEGY

A. Move constantly. Remember: You're a live wire. Be constantly aware of the enemies. Dart quickly to lanes where enemies are. Speed is especially important when frying Flippers. If Flippers have reached the top lanes—and begin their chase—you must with lightning speed attack them. And fire constantly. Don't be timid. And watch out for Spinners!
B. Shoot from the ends of unconnected patterns.
There are two types of patterns: Those that allow your piece to sweep full circle around the pattern, and those that do not allow you to sweep full circle. When playing the latter pattern types—unconnected patterns—there are two "safe" spots to ambush Flippers. Those spots are on top of the extreme (end) lanes. You can stay safe on top of an end lane by jiggling your piece back and forth and firing constantly. The Flippers will drop into that end lane, becoming susceptible to your fire. After destroying the Flippers, you can move around and kill your remaining enemies. Remember, always: You must both move and fire. You can't stay still and expect to survive. And make sure that end lanes are free of Spikes, to ensure a safe journey to a new pattern.
C. Kill two Flipper with three shots. Flipper are your most persistent enemies. It's important to kill them fast, before they reach the top of the lanes. A simple, effective method of killing them is this: Fire one shot at the Tanker, which will then split into two Flipper. One Flipper will immediately enter the lane to the left of the Tanker, the other Flipper to the right. Move to the lane at the left and shoot one Flipper. Then move back two lanes — to the one on the right — and kill the other Flipper. Do this lightning fast, or it won't work. Once this strategy is mastered, Flipper can be eliminated early in the game, before they reach the top.
D. Keep lanes free of Spikes. In order to move from one pattern to another, you must move through one of the sixteen lanes. This occurs once the animated enemies have been killed. Inanimate Spikes remain after the other enemies are dead. If you're at the top of a lane that has a Spike—and you move through that lane to the next pattern—you'll be impaled. Take all the free time you have to push spikes back. Always know where your free lanes are. On unconnected patterns, it's best to keep the end lanes free of Spikes. On connected patterns, leave the widest lanes free of Spikes. Once the words "Avoid Spikes" appear on the screen, you should be able to instinctively move to a free lane.
### Asteroids (Atari Incorporated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bonus:</strong></th>
<th>Extra ship every 10,000 points <em>ad infinitum</em>. Potentially yields enormous scores.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Popularity:</strong></td>
<td>Approximately 30,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine still bringing in approximately $193.00 per week as of December 1, 1981. Still on the top 20 after all this time on most charts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enemies:</strong></td>
<td>Meteors (3 sizes) and missile-firing UFOs (2 sizes). Enemies remain the same no matter how high your score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approachability:</strong></td>
<td>Easy to understand and become involved in the game your first time around. Lots of tips circulating word-of-mouth, to increase your playing time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex Appeal:</strong></td>
<td>60% male, 40% female. Stereotypically, a male game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Appeal:</strong></td>
<td>Appeals to all ages. And especially appeals to those with the stamina to keep at it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skill vs. Strategy:</strong></td>
<td>One simple strategy provides high scores. Lots of fast-paced target-shooting skill and avoidance maneuvering necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
<td>Simple strategy for impressive scores; good space sensation; sensitive controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cons:</strong></td>
<td>Primitive graphics; too many experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centipede (Atari Incorporated)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonus:</strong> Extra Bug Blaster every 12,000 points, <em>ad infinitum.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Popularity:</strong> Approximately 40,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine brings in approximately $203.00 per week as of April 1, 1982.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enemies:</strong> Your constant enemies are the Centipede and the Spider. Occasional enemies are the Scorpion and Fleas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approachability:</strong> Few on-machine instructions. Basics are easy to pick up. Early survival is possible by firing away at everything you see.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex Appeal:</strong> 50% male, 50% female. Cuteness overcomes most people’s squeamishness about bugs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Appeal:</strong> All ages except those who are entomophobic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skill vs. Strategy:</strong> At first, fast reflexes are crucial. Once reflexes are developed, strategy adds to point value. Reflexes always top factor, however.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong> Original and unparalleled concept; fluid controls; promotes self-competition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cons:</strong> Lacks screen variation; low strategy level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus:</td>
<td>Extra ship every 10,000 points, ad infinitum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity:</td>
<td>Approximately 55,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine still brings in approximately $193.00 per week as of April 1, 1982.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemies:</td>
<td>Primary enemies are the alien Landers. Additional enemies include Mutants, Baiters, Mother Ships, and Swarmers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approachability:</td>
<td>Video display instructions helpful, but fast action and complicated controls waste initial quarters. Takes a good amount of time to learn the machine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex Appeal:</td>
<td>95% male, 5% female — like our space program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Appeal:</td>
<td>Fantasy role of Starship pilot appeals to the youngest of players. Depth of skills required appeals to an older crowd. Medium age: 19 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill vs. Strategy:</td>
<td>Mastery of controls and knowledge of your enemies are vital. Skill is, therefore, 90% of the game, although simple overall strategies will be required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pros:</td>
<td>Graphics; complex control capabilities; promotes prime video skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons:</td>
<td>Difficult to learn (impossible for some); lengthy training period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Donkey Kong (Nintendo of America)

Bonus: Extra Jumpman after 7,000, 10,000, or 12,000 points, as determined by the owner.

Popularity: Approximately 35,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine brings in approximately $260.00 per week as of April 1, 1982.

Enemies: Depends on screen. Kong is a constant enemy. Others, by screen, are: (1) Barrels, Beams, Fireball (2) Foxfires (3) Foxfires, Springese (4) Foxfires, Concrete tubs.

Approachability: Few on-machine instructions. Difficult to properly manipulate Jumpman, at first. Early quarter loss to be expected.

Sex Appeal: 50% male, 50% female.

Age Appeal: Clever animation draws children of all ages.

Skill vs. Strategy: Once skills are mastered, it becomes a game of high strategy.

Pros: Four distinct games in one; excellent animation; potentially long playing time; exceptional transition time.

Cons: Long introductory graphics frustrate experts.
Extra ship awarded, as determined by the owner (usually 40,000).

Approximately 35,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine brings in approximately $18,100 per week as of April 1, 1982.

Alien Spaceships and Mines with individual levels of aggressiveness. Aliens, from least to most aggressive, are: Droid Ships, Command Ships, Death Ships.

Very approachable, although there are few on-machine instructions. Difficult to master unique Ship movements. First quarters are rewarded with acceptable play time.

90% male, 10% female. As in most shoot-em-up space-war games, mastering zero-gravity flight control appeals to older pilots. Kids love it.

Overall strategy is really an accumulation of individual basic skills.

Bare-bone graphics; repetitious play.

### Omega Race (Midway)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonus</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
<th>Enemies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Approachability: |

### Sex Appeal: |

### Age Appeal: |

### Skill vs. Strategy: |

### Pros: |

### Cons: |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Pac-Man (Midway)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonus:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Popularity:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enemies:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approachability:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex Appeal:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Appeal:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skill vs. Strategy:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pros:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cons:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phoenix (Centuri)

Bonus: Extra Laser, as determined by owner.

Popularity: Approximately 15,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine brings in approximately $201.00 per week as of February 15, 1982.

Enemies: A variety of Birds and the Alien's Mother Ship (every fifth screen). Birds can leave droppings at various speeds.

Approachability: Easily learned by observation. Prior bottom-cannon experience helps.

Sex Appeal: 50% male, 50% female. Good animation and sound appeals to all.

Age Appeal: All ages.

Skill vs. Strategy: Excellent combination of both. You must be able to dodge and fire accurately, but you also must plan your fire strategically.

Pros: Unparalleled animation; classical music; screen variation.

Cons: Road to Mother Ship frustrating; unpredictable aggression levels.
## Qix (Taito America)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonus:</th>
<th>Some machines grant an extra marker (Stix) after you've achieved a certain amount of points (usually 10,000). Some never do.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Popularity:</td>
<td>Unrevealed number of machines in existence to date (Taito isn't telling). Average machine brings in approximately $199.00 per week as of April 1, 1982.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemies:</td>
<td>Three: Qix, Sparx, and the Fuse. Two Qix appear from the third screen on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approachability:</td>
<td>Good on-machine instructions, including a video display on how to play. Fairly easy to understand at first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex Appeal:</td>
<td>50% male, 50% female.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Appeal:</td>
<td>Abstract quality attracts more adults than other games. Players need to be mathematically oriented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill vs. Strategy:</td>
<td>Skill at avoiding Sparx, once mastered, gets you into a game of high strategy and abstract calculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pros:</td>
<td>Abstract qualities; pioneering concept; breath of fresh air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons:</td>
<td>Speed acceleration more frustrating than challenging; annoying audio.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tempest (Atari Incorporated)

**Bonus:**
Extra shooter every 20,000 points (not including bonus points). Initial choice of pattern level increases depending on score of previous game.

**Popularity:**
Approximately 40,000 machines in existence to date. Average machine brings in approximately $214.00 per week as of April 1, 1982 and is still climbing the charts.

**Enemies:**
Six, with individual characteristics. Flippers, Spikers, Spinners, and Tankers appear on early patterns. Pulsars and Fuseballs appear later in the game.

**Approachability:**
You can choose your difficulty level. Novice level is very approachable. Good on-machine instructions are must reading.

**Sex Appeal:**
50% male, 50% female. Abstract quality plus warp space-ride appeals to both.

**Age Appeal:**
Adult game. Lightning-fast reflexes appeal to some younger players.

**Skill vs. Strategy:**
Super fast action requires lightning-fast reflexes. Some strategy is necessary.

**Pros:**
Electric sensation; variety of patterns; instant-replay option.

**Cons:**
Quarter eater (even for the best).
Frogger has found a devoted audience. This odd little game will never have the mass appeal of a Pac-Man, but for those who enjoy maneuvering a Frog through traffic and rivers, this can be a thoroughly rewarding game.

The object of Frogger is simple: Get to the top as fast as you can. You’re being timed by a clock. If the clock runs out before you reach the top, you’re finished.

The road is treacherous. To get to the top, you must swiftly and cautiously cross three different areas on the screen. The first area is the Highway. Cars and Trucks pass from both the left and right. You must maneuver your Frog safely through this moving maze. Once you get through the traffic, you stand on a stone wall, ready to cross the river.

The River is swift and alive. There are Turtles and Logs crossing left and right. You must jump on either a Log or a Turtle, making your way to the top of the screen. If you miss your jump, and land in the water, you’re dead. And you’re not always safe on a Turtle! They dive from time to time. If you’re on their back when they dive, you drown. Your final objective is to reach one of the five safe spots on top, between the green Lilypads. Once five Frogs reach the top, a new screen begins.

The action on later screens picks up. And new enemies are brought in. Traffic, of course, becomes fierce. You now have to contend with hungry Snakes on the walls. Logs in the later screens may actually be Crocodiles (look for the eyes). And Turtles are constantly hopping up and down. The trick here is to be quick and alert.

Get fat with points. Bonus points add up when you eat Waterbugs or Flies. And if you safely escort a Lady Frog to your pad, you score big.

Frogger may be the “cutest” game in town. It’s an easy game to jump right in and play. The amount of Frogs you get per quarter varies from arcade to arcade. One of our favorite arcades gives you five. Most others give you three.
Be advised: There's a rumor going around that a federal agency is keeping track of the top Missile Command players. If there's an emergency, they're going to want to know where the top Commanders are.

**Missile Command is an amazing game.** It's been around for quite awhile. In fact, if this book was published a year ago, we would have highlighted Missile Command as one of our top games. It's slipped in popularity of late, but it still maintains a devoted audience. One of us still considers Missile Command the best video game around.

**Missile Command is fairly complicated.** Your basic task is to save Cities from enemy attack. You and the Cities are all stationary on the bottom of the screen. The enemies attack from the top and sides of the screen. You have three armed bases—Alpha, Delta, and Omega. You can move back and forth from these bases to kill the enemy. If your enemies successfully destroy all your Cities, the game is over.

**The enemies are crafty.** At first you contend only with Missiles, for 25 points each. Missiles can appear by themselves or be generated by MIRV—an abstract video line—which splits into a random number of Missiles at any point. On the second screen, you must contend with Bombers (100 points) and Killer Satellites (100 points). These are crafty and quick opponents. The major opponent—and the major point value—appears from the sixth screen on. This is the Smart Missile. As most Missile Commanders will tell you, it's the Smart Missile that should demand your attention.

**Missile Command is primarily a reflex game.** However, there are a few strategies. Most top-score players rely on the Smart Missiles for their scoring. In a maneuver similar to Asteroids, these players allow all of their Cities to be destroyed, save one. They then defend that City, concentrating on the Smart Missile. The Smart Missile is the only enemy that tracks living Cities. The other enemies waste time destroying Cities that are already dead.

**What's your highest score?** High Missile Command scores are in the tens of millions. And there are still many people seen playing this machine every day in the arcades. If you've never played the game before, by all means start playing it.
We didn’t expect much of Ms. Pac-Man. That’s because sequels to popular games are usually disappointing. But Ms. Pac-Man has surprised us with its grace and charm. Although in many ways similar to the ballyhooed video game Pac-Man, Ms. Pac-Man forges a new path that strikes us as truly original.

**The maze is the big change.** Or better yet, the mazes. First of all, mazes are constructed with more corners than in the original game. These corners slow down both Ms. Pac-Man and the Monsters. There are two Tunnels to most mazes—one at the top and one at the bottom. The location of the Tunnels is never the same, however, because the mazes keep changing.

**That’s right**—Ms. Pac-Man is a multi-mazed game. The first two screens are the same, but the third is different. Maze patterns appear to repeat twice and then change. Every new maze pattern is outlined in a new color.

**Watch the Fruits closely.** No longer do they sit stationary under the Monster Pen. These Fruits move—and you’ve got to chase them and eat them. We’ve found this distracting. At first, you may think the Fruits are Monsters. You’ve got to look closely.

**Intermissions are as entertaining as ever.** Each intermission plays with Pac-Man and Ms. Pac-Man: meeting each other, chasing each other, and, of course, falling in love. As always, intermissions are the reward for a high score.

**The program is random.** The Monster chips don’t follow any pre-planned course. In other words, there are no patterns to follow. You’re on your own. This does not make the game any less enjoyable; it simply denies phenomenal scores.

**Inky, Blinky, Pinky, and Sue**—Ms. Pac-Man’s foes—are certainly unpredictable. Three of them can dart out of the Monster Pen at one time. And there’s no hesitation after Ms. Pac-Man eats an Energizer. You could count on this delay in the Pac-Man game. Forget it in Ms. Pac-Man. And these energizers are at different spots on the screen.

**All-in-all, this is a very enjoyable game.** The absence of patterns really tests your Pac-Man skills. Lures, fake-outs, and speed are your primary weapons in this game. Use them frequently for a good quarter’s worth of entertainment.
Turbo is impressive. In fact, it’s the most impressive video racing game we’ve played. The sensation is phenomenal. Not only can you move your Car at top speeds, but you drive that Car through some of the most spectacular graphics video has to offer.

**This is an authentic car race.** The object of the game is to pass as many Cars as possible within a given time period. If you pass 30 Cars within the time limit (usually 99 seconds) more time is allotted. And you score bonus points. Points are also awarded whenever you complete a lap.

**Strategy is important.** One strategic aspect of Turbo concerns your viewpoint. Most racing games give you little perspective outside of your immediate area. Turbo offers a sense of distance. Therefore, you usually see the Cars you need to pass long before you actually overtake them.

**Not all the Cars are manned by expert drivers.** Some of them are very reckless and unpredictable. They may crash at any time, forcing you to quickly dodge them. Emergency Ambulances also race through the track. Avoid them!

**The real magic of Turbo is the graphics.** You begin your play on a City Boulevard, complete with skyscrapers. You eventually cruise through the City onto curving Country Roads. Tunnels and Bridges are intricate parts of every lap. And crossing the Ocean-Front Palisade is one of the most dangerous parts of the game. You end your race back in the City at sunset. By this point, the City’s skyscrapers are lit like Christmas trees.

**The driving action is realistic.** It has to be felt to be believed. You control a Speed Shift and an Accelerator Pedal. The control of the Pedal is superb. You can increase and decrease your speed at will. In fact, you can follow a Car closely, waiting for an opportunity to pass.

**Watch out for dips.** If a Car in front of you disappears gradually and reappears, you are approaching a dangerous dip in the road. Those Cars that have dipped in front of you can reappear suddenly. Steep hills also test your road skills. Make sure to exercise much caution on hills.

**Turbo gives you your money’s worth.** It’s an exciting game to play. It’s only recently been introduced to the arcades. We wouldn’t be surprised if it’s one of 1982’s biggest hits.
Eliminator (SEGA/Gremlin) Four against one is fair play when that one is the mighty Eliminator—a large spheroid that floats randomly about the video screen. This Eliminator is invulnerable except through a narrow passage (its throat?) to its core. During the game, the Eliminator sends out ships bent on destroying the up-to-four players (who can choose to work alone or in teams of two). You and your fellow players, while avoiding Eliminator ships, attempt to force opposing players' spaceships (with energy bolts that push objects) into a deadly collision with the Eliminator base. The lone surviving player must then fire down the Eliminator's throat to win the game. The four-player game may prove to be a popular idea in the arcades. It may draw in the foosball players and double daters. Eliminator is more than a novelty, and promises to develop a loyal following.

Hyperball (Williams Electronics) Hyperball, by Williams Electronics, is the first game to successfully bridge the gap between video and pinball. Housed in a pinball-style cabinet, this revolutionary game features the familiar flashing lights and metal spheres of early pre-Pong days. However, with the aid of two pivoting trigger mechanisms that control a "Hypercannon," the player can shoot up to 250 balls per minute (if fingers can really move that fast). What's more, those flashing lights can shoot deadly lightning bolts back at you! You must also contend with video-style Baiters, Z-bombs, and multiplying attack waves. Hyperball could very possibly fulfill the dream of many—to become the arcades' first true Video/Pinball Wizard.

Mousetrap (Exidy) While it's true that Mousetrap is overly cute, it offers some clever innovations to the standard maze games. It's a game of cat and mouse—and dog. You're initially a mouse scurrying through
a maze. You must avoid cats while searching out delicious pieces of cheese and other bonus items. Eating bones will turn your mouse into a dog for a while and allow you to catch cats — for big bonus points. You can alter the maze at the touch of a button, to block off approaching cats. For added danger, purple hawks appear and fly over the walls looking for a delicious mouse or dog. They don’t like the taste of cats. The maze innovations present a great opportunity for strategic play. They seem to eliminate the possibility of repetitive pattern-play, common to most maze games.

**Stargate (Williams Electronics)** If you’ve successfully defended your Humanoids against an onslaught of Swarmers and Baiters, then you should challenge yourself to the Yllabian Space Guppies, Space Hum’s, and Phreds of the new video game “Stargate.” The same people who brought you Defender (Williams Electronics) bring you this game Stargate. And it requires the same talents that the original Defender does, especially your Defender Fingers. The strategic complexities and fast-paced action go beyond Defender. The most amazing advance is that, after four attack waves, a whole new confrontation begins: the Yllabian Dog fight. It’s fairly safe to say that only those with top Defender skills will ever witness this “space battle unequaled in video history.” A new secret weapon is available with Stargate, the Inviso-Anti-Matter Cloaking Device. This, as the name implies, makes you invisible for a period of time. Stargate is not a game for the meek of heart. And it should appeal primarily to the cream-of-the-crop Defender players.
AMERICA'S BEST VIDEO GAMESTERS SHOW YOU THEIR SECRET TOP TIPS AND TECHNIQUES!

And the realistic full-color illustrations make this the easiest-to-understand video game book of them all!
All the tips have been tested and re-tested so you can be sure they'll work—every time! This is the one indispensable strategy guide for all the most popular games.

Program yourself to conquer them all with—

How to win VIDEO GAMES